New Release of the Month

Updates to ‘The Treacherous 12: Cloud Computing Top Threats in 2016’

The report includes new real-world anecdotes and examples of recent incidents that relate to each of the 12 cloud computing threat categories identified in the original paper.

The Treacherous 12 report provides organizations with an up-to-date, expert-informed understanding of cloud security concerns in order to make educated risk-management decisions regarding cloud adoption strategies. The report reflects the current consensus among security experts in the CSA community about the most significant security issues in the cloud.

Download the document: Here

Highlights from the Month

Jim’s visit to Malaysia

Jim Reavis, Co-Founder and CEO, CSA & Dr. Hing-Yan Lee, EVP CSA APAC with Dato’ Amirudin Abdul Wahab, CEO, Cybersecurity Malaysia

CXO Luncheon- 11th October, Singapore
Gerald Tang, Director Public Cloud (Asia-Pacific & Japan), Barracuda Networks sharing on how Barracuda supports hybrid cloud security

Jim Reavis, Co-Founder and CEO, CSA giving his views on trends in Cybersecurity & Cloud Security landscape

Tan Zhihao, Sales Engineering Manager - ASEAN, CyberArk Software Ltd discussing the solutions for cloud security

CSA Summit @ Cloud & Cyber Security Expo 2017- 12th October, Singapore

Jim Reavis, Co-Founder and CEO, CSA giving his speech on State of the Cloud Security

Tan Shong Ye, Partner, PwC giving his presentation on Cloud Governance & Regulatory Compliance Issues

CSA Interaction- 13th October, Taipei

Co-sponsored by Blancco and supported by CSA Taiwan Chapter, CSA Interaction was organized in Taipei. This session guided the best practices and technology available to
help achieve certified data erasure and how regulatory and compliance can be met.

Upcoming CSA Events

Webinar on CISO Challenges with Cloud Computing- 31st October

Register at- https://www.brighttalk.com/webcast/10415/28771

CCSK Training in Mumbai- 7th-8th November, Mumbai


Use Promo code CSA-4-ME and get 30% off for the first 10 seats

CSA Japan Summit- 27th November, Tokyo

Title: Challenge for Privacy in Cloud Environment.

Register at https://www.cloudsecurityalliance.jp

Contact Details

General inquiries: csa-apac-info@cloudsecurityalliance.org
Membership information: csa-apac-membership@cloudsecurityalliance.org
Research information: csa-apac-research@cloudsecurityalliance.org

Official Website: www.cloudsecurityalliance.org
Facebook: Cloud Security Alliance Asia Pacific
LinkedIn: Cloud Security Alliance
Twitter: @cloudsa_apac
WeChat: csa_china